
 
 
 
 

PWRstation™ selects Yingli Americas as preferred 
photovoltaic panel supplier  

 
 
Miami, February 17, 2015 — The U.S. division of Swiss-based solar product developer PWRstation and  Yingli 
Americas, the U.S.-based subsidiary of Yingli Green Energy Holding Company Limited (NYSE: YGE), one of the 
world's largest solar panel manufacturers, today announced a preferred provider agreement to supply PWRstation 
with top selling Yingli photovoltaic panels.   
 
PWRstation solar genset solutions for grid-tied and off-grid end-users are mass customized, fully integrated and 
preassembled, bringing economies of scale to a global market characterized by time and labor intensive custom-
built solar installations.    
 
Because PWRstation nano and micro grid power sources are designed to be complete, self-contained and 
transportable, they eliminate the complexities, time and cost of lengthy solar installations.  
 
Currently available starting from 3kW to 100 kW power outputs, PWRstation gensets produce more than 40 kW per 
cubic foot.   
 
PWRstations also offer a number of other attractive advantages including safety features, scalability, competitive 
pricing and ownership flexibility.  
 
Built locally by reputable manufacturers, PWRstation gensets are distributed globally via certified installers and OEM 
partners to distributors, resellers and end-users.  
”We are thrilled to be partnering with a leader of Yingli’s global caliber and scale,” says Ludovic Roche, PWRstation’s 
co-founder and CEO Americas, “Yingli has a history of success across key markets worldwide.  Incorporating Yingli’s 
multicrystalline 
 
photovoltaic panels with PWRstation hybrid, micro and nano-grid technology enables us to achieve our mutual 
objective of delivering world class quality products while activating solar customers with speed and efficiency.” 
“This is the type of innovation and synergy that we value at Yingli,” says Daniel Marino, Yingli Americas’ Senior Vice 
President of Sales. “We believe PWRstation’s ability to rapidly deploy solar technology will drive new opportunities 
for project development throughout the Americas.”    
 
Yingli Americas and PWRstation will actively co-market their brands to residential and non-residential customers in 
North, South, Central America and the Caribbean through their respective digital and social media channels.   

 
About PWRstation Corp: Engineered in Switzerland, PWRstations are unique solar genset solutions for grid-tied and 
off-grid end-users. Its genset solutions address the ever growing need for hybrid, nano and micro grid technology, 
offering a versatile design which integrates well with diesel generators and storage, or when used in a grid-tied 
environment. Built locally by reputable manufacturers, PWRstation gensets are distributed globally via certified 
installers and OEM distribution partners. The ompany is based in Lausanne, Switzerland, with offices in Bienne, 
Switzerland and Miami, Florida.   
PWRstation is a member of Swiss Cleantech, and SEIA 
 
For more information please visit: www.PWRstation.com and follow the company on Facebook and Twitter.  
Media Contact:  Please contact PWRStation Corp. media division via email at mediarelations@pwrstation.com 
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http://yinglisolar.com/en/products/solar-modules/
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